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SLOT-1 SONG IS FINALIST IN MUSIC UNIVERSE CONTEST
AMBLER, PA – December 2, 2009 - The song “GOODBYE MISERY”,
written by Debbie Wilson, Dave LaBerge and Rick Denzien, produced by
Rick Denzien, and performed by Slot-1 Recording artist LYRA PROJECT,
is a finalist in the Music Universe Contest, co-sponsored by AMERICAN
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE and UPlaya Music Universe.
Several of the Lyra Project songs rated a “Platinum” Auddy Award,
using UPlaya’s “Hit Song Science”, said a spokesman for the slot-1 label.
“The fact that this song is a finalist testimony not only to the technology,
but to the writer’s originality and the producer’s fine ears”. “Now all we
have to do is give the fans a chance to find out about these great
Lyra Project songs”.
LYRA PROJECT is a featured artists at the UPlaya Website and has
an Uplay Press kit at this link: http://uplaya.com/artists/lyra-project/info
Finalists represent an eclectic mix of genres, literally chosen from
among thousands of submissions, and competition was very tough.
Songs were chosen based on commercial hit potential and
performance using the patented “Hit Song Science”.
LYRA PROJECT is multiple award winner for other songs written
and performed by the pop-rock duo Rick Denzien and Debra Lee, which
can be heard at http://www.lyraproject.com
###
Based in Ambler, Penn., Slot One Entertainment, Inc. is a record label (Slot-1) and publishing house
that represents artists from Slot-1 Studios in musical genres including: Singer / Songwriter, rock,
pop and alternative. Slot 1 Recording is located in suburban Philadelphia in the Rose Creek Valley surrounded by nature it is the perfect place for creativity. Designed for acoustic recording, impeccable
recording environment, using the latest equipment and technology. We are known for our expert ability to
capture the acoustic moment. Take our online studio tour: http://www.slot-1.com/studio_tour
Memberships:
(NERFA) Philadelphia Folk Song Society, Folk Alliance, voting member of NARAS (National
Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, the Grammy People) NARAS Producers Wing, NSAI (Nashville
Songwriters
Association International) Host NSAI Eastern PA Chapter ASCAP – American Society of Composers Authors
and Publishers
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